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The sharing economy
Do you yerdle?
If you don’t yet, you probably
As resource scarcity looms, it’s critical to
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and
Business
will. Yerdle (with a small “y”) is a new sharing
transform our mass consumption culture.
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Through a renewed sense of community, we can By economy
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into sharers
replace our habit of shopping with a new habit
of President,
Founding
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Academy by making it easy for
people
to
share
things with their friends (and
sharing. New business models, online
friends of friends). Yerdle was co-founded by
communities, and changemakers are bringing the
three guys determined to win the war on
sharing economy to life.
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for the practice
Panel. of grateful living as a global
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the
teachings
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Brother
David
and
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colleagues.
Latin America with a vibrant website in French,
becoming easier and easier for entrepreneurs
English, and Spanish.
A blog by one
of its to aIt’s
“Gratefulness—the
full response
given moment and all it contains—is a universal
and small investors to collaborate in new
founders, 25-year-old spiritual
Antoine practice
Leonard,that
is “one
of personal
inspires
transformation, cross-cultural understanding,
endeavors while avoiding the casino on Wall
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in
France,”
interfaith dialogue, intergenerational respect, nonviolent conflict resolution, and ecological
Street. Crowdfunding exploded into the big time in
according to an excellent
Guardian
article
about
sustainability,”
as the
ANG*L
website states.
2012 with new platforms and new laws in the U.S.
“the stratospheric growth of the sharing
Europe
thatfive-day
support
equity
fundraising.
economy.”
At the 2010 Gathering of Titans (GOT), and
part of
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Brother David spoke about how to create a corporate of
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visit The annual
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of
its thought
andlist
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the top 10 new books
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in
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as
the
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more
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and
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founded
in
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funding
over
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how venture investments in collaborative
program is designed to take participants “beyond balance sheets and toward life balance and
consumption have soared.
perspective.”

continued on page 3

As his biography shows, Brother David is well suited to helping GOT participants fulfill this
Did of
you
aspiration. He is a recipient
theknow?
Martin Buber Award for his achievements in building
bridges
betweenwho
religious
translated
into many languages
Percentage of Amsterdam
residents
use traditions.
their bikesHis
forbooks
their have
dailybeen
commute
...........................43%
and include Gratefulness, the Heart of Prayer; A Listening Heart; and Music of Silence. His most
recentresidents
book is Deeper
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Percentage of Amsterdam
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use Words:
their bikes
daily basis

Number of U.S. nuclear plants that had problems during Hurricane Sandy ...................................... 5
Number of corporations that controlled a majority of American media in 1983..................................50
Number of corporations that control a majority of American media today...........................................6
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The fiscal cliff and the class wars

NOVEMBER 19, 2010

year when the companies told investors that
governments were becoming safer or more risky,”
according to data compiled by Bloomberg. Small
wonder, given the companies’ outsize role in
causing the 2007-08 financial crisis by slapping
triple-A ratings on risky mortgage-backed
securities.

The homemade U.S. crisisGratefulness
known as
the “fiscal
and Business
cliff” throws into stark relief the Byfact
that
the U.S.
Rinaldo Brutoco
Founding
World Business
Academyat
can’t fix its economy and fix
itsPresident,
budget
deficits
once because fixing the economy requires more
Note:
government Editor’s
spending,
and fixing the budget
David Steindl-Rast is a wise and gentle guide to creating the joy of grateful living. He
requires lessBrother
spending.

serves a worldwide network as the co-founder of A Network for Grateful Living (ANG*L), a
nonprofit that “provides education and support for the practice of grateful living as a global
ethic,” based on the teachings of Brother David and his colleagues.

Grandmother Power:
Cutting spending too much too soon could tip the
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and
all
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Global Phenomenon
U.S. back into a recession and a downward spiral
spiritual practice that inspires personal transformation, cross-cultural understanding,
like those Europe’s
austerity
programs
created:
interfaith dialogue, intergenerational respect, nonviolent conflict resolution, and ecological
sustainability,” as the ANG*L website states.
While Europeans and American debate the
low growth, lost
jobs, falling tax revenues, bigger
At the 2010 Gathering of Titans (GOT), part of an annual five-day retreat of CEOsretirement
held at the
age, grandmothers around the world
deficits.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Brother David spoke about how to create a corporate
including
the
global South are finding their own
culture shaped by gratefulness. The annual retreat is known for the opportunity it provides
for its thought leaders and business titans to reflect and to share world-changing
ideas
and
power.
As Paul Krugman
recently wrote in “Class Wars of
insights.
2012,” whatGOTU.S.
voters clearly said in the
was founded in 2004 as the “graduate program” of the Birthing Giants Program, which
Inc. magazine, Entrepreneurs
MIT together
The GOT and
November elections
“was noOrganization
to taxandcuts
for founded
the in 1989.Author
program is designed to take participants “beyond balance sheets and toward lifephotojournalist
balance and
rich, no to benefit
perspective.”cuts for the middle class and
Paola Gianturco's
the poor. SoAswhat’s
a top-down class warrior to
his biography shows, Brother David is well suited to helping GOT participants fulfill this
new
book
aspiration.
He
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the
Martin
Buber
Award
for
his
achievements
in building
do? The answer, as I have already suggested, is
bridges between religious traditions. His books have been translated into many languages
Grandmother
to rely on stealth—to
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book
is
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than
Words:
Living
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Power: A Global
policies under the pretense that they’re just
Phenomenon
sensible responses to the budget deficit….
uses stunning
Whenever some deficit-scold group talks about
photographs and
‘shared sacrifice,’ you need to ask, sacrifice
interviews to
relative to what?’”
describe how
women are
Revitalizing the economy will require investing in
leading the fight
infrastructure and people. Investments in soto create a better
called “human capital” (economics-speak for
future for their grandchildren.
“people”) pay off dramatically best on children
under five. This means that fixing the budget
deficit by sacrificing 4-year olds and HeadStart is
not only hard-hearted but foolish.
Top 100 thought leaders
in trustworthy business behavior 2012
The argument that governments must impose
austerity measures to forestall a calamitous
Trust America has released its second annual list
downgrade of their credit rating is nonsense.
of top 100 thought leaders in trustworthy business
After the credit rating agencies stripped France
behavior.
This year’s list, limited to North
and the U.S. of their triple AAA ratings, their
America, includes Academy Fellows Hazel
sovereign bond sales were stronger than ever.
Henderson, Rosabeth M. Kanter, and Raj Sisodia.
It also includes Mark Albion, a member of the
What’s more, the global bond market “disagreed
EthicMark® Award Judges Panel.
with Moody’s and S&P more often than not this
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“Goodvertising”

“The Caring Economy”

Gratefulness and Business
Goodvertising: Creative Advertising that Cares, a
Anyone interested in driving demand
for more
By Rinaldo Brutoco
new book by Thomas Kolster, showcases dozens
Founding President,
World Business
Academy
sustainable goods and services
should
read
an
of outstanding campaigns that
e y e - o p e n i n g n e w s u r v e y, “ R e : T h i n k i n g
advertise the socially
Editor’s Note:
Consumption,”
from BBMG, SustainAbility and
responsible nature of
David Steindl-Rast is a wise and gentle guide to creating the joy of grateful living. He
GlobeScan. Brother
p (ANG*L),
r o d ua c t s , g o o d s , a n d
serves a worldwide network as the co-founder of A Network for Grateful Living
nonprofit that “provides education and support for the practice of grateful living as a global
organizations.
based on the teachings of Brother David and his colleagues.
This onlineethic,”
survey
of consumer attitudes,
full response to a given moment and all it contains—is a universal
motivations, “Gratefulness—the
and behavior
relating to sustainable
spiritual practice that inspires personal transformation, cross-cultural understanding,
Creative advertising
dialogue, intergenerational
respect,international
nonviolent conflict resolution, and ecological
consumptioninterfaith
across
six major
professionals and brand
sustainability,” as the ANG*L website states.
markets” (Brazil,
China, India, Germany, the UK
strategists
will particularly
the 2010 Gathering of Titans (GOT), part of an annual five-day retreat of CEOs
held at the
and the US)At
shows
that ofpeople
less
Massachusetts
Institute
Technology, are
Brother “buying
David spoke about
how to createlike
a corporate
the book and gain
culture shaped
by gratefulness.
is known for the opportunity it provides
and buying better”
but
there The
is annual
still retreat
a disconnect
insights
for its thought leaders and business titans to reflect and to share world-changing
ideas and and inspiration from
between what
insights.people say about purchasing
its graphics, commentary,
sustainable GOTproducts
and
theirprogram”
purchasing
was founded in 2004
as the “graduate
of the Birthing Giants Program,
andwhich
interviews. Kostler helpfully scoops up the
Inc.
magazine,
Entrepreneurs
Organization
and
MIT together founded in 1989. The GOT
decisions, especially in developed markets.
ads in the sustainability space, making it much
program is designed to take participants “beyond balance sheets and toward life balance and
perspective.”

easier for creative types to think about what all
Of the 6,224Asrespondents,
66%
agreed
that
“asGOTa participants
his biography shows, Brother
David
is well suited
to helping
fulfill this
that
advertising means, what is good, helpful, and
aspiration. He is a recipient of the Martin Buber Award for his achievements in building
society, we need
to
consume
less
to
improve
the
not.
bridges between religious traditions. His books have been translated into many
languages
environment and
forinclude
future
generations,”
felt
Gratefulness,
the Heart of Prayer; Aand
Listening65%
Heart; and
Music of Silence. His most
book is Deeper than Words: Living the Apostles’ Creed.
“a sense of recent
responsibility
to purchase products
“Badvertising”— Been scroogled?
that are good for the environment.” Yet barriers to
purchasing more sustainable products remain.
Google made an under-the-radar change this
October in how it displays search results on its
shopping service. It now displays product listings
only from businesses that pay to be included, and
it ranks the listings by “bid price.”

Concerns about product performance, price, what
makes a product
socially or
environmentally
responsible, and
the credibility of
green claims are
holding people
back.
The
opportunities for
better communication and marketing are clear.
“Exploring this dynamic tension – between
material possessions and social and
environmental progress – is a critical opportunity
for companies to advance sustainable
consumption and create positive social impact.”

After conducting surveys that found that most
people didn’t know of the change and didn’t like it,
Microsoft created a dynamic website to fill them
in: Been scroogled?
It features quotes by
Google founders Sergey Brin and Larry Page
showing how far Google’s new business practices
deviate from its past statements about best
practices.
Oh, and don’t think you can use the “Do Not
Track” settings on Google’s Chrome browser
when using Google’s ad services.
“Even
Microsoft’s and Google’s own ad services don’t
respond to such signals coming from their own
browsers.”

Download the free report from the Regeneration
Roadmap website.
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The best solution to the water crisis, Solomon
states, is “a pricing mechanism for valuing water
that reflects both the full cost of sustaining
Gratefulness and Business
ecosystems through externally imposed
With an estimated half of China’s
economy
By Rinaldo
Brutoco based
Founding
President,
World
Business
Academy
environmental standards and a social fairness
in water-scarce regions, it’s not surprising that
guarantee for everyone to receive at affordable
China is buying up waterEditor’s Note:
cost the minimum amounts necessary for their
rich woodland in Japan
Brother David Steindl-Rast is a wise and gentle guide to creating the joy of grateful
living. Heneeds.”
basic
Accomplishing that would be an
that sells forserves
60 a cents
a
worldwide network as the co-founder of A Network for Grateful Living (ANG*L), a
unprecedented
achievement.
nonprofit
that
“provides
education
and
support
for
the
practice
of
grateful
living
as
a
global
square meter—including
based on the teachings of Brother David and his colleagues.
t h e g r o u ethic,”
ndw
a t e r.
“Gratefulness—the full response to a given moment and all it contains—is a universal
J a p a n e s espiritual
l e apractice
d e rthat
s inspires personal transformation, cross-cultural understanding,
dialogue,
intergenerational respect, nonviolent conflict resolution, and ecological
should read interfaith
Water:
The
sustainability,” as the ANG*L website states.
Epic Struggle for Wealth,
Arctic summer ice loss the size
the 2010 Gathering of Titans (GOT), part of an annual five-day retreat of CEOs held at the
Power, and At
Civilization
Texas & Canada combined
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Brother David spoke about how to createof
a corporate
culture
shaped
by
gratefulness.
The
annual
retreat
is
known
for
the
opportunity
it
provides
by Steven Solomon.
for its thought leaders and business titans to reflect and to share world-changing ideas and
In a typically excellent piece, Climate Progress
insights.
Japan is oneGOT
ofwas
the
most
vividly
founded
in 2004 as the “graduate program” of the Birthing Giants Program,
which reports the news with help from Climate
Inc. magazine, Entrepreneurs
Organization and MIT together founded in 1989. The GOT
water-rich countries
in
Central:
program is designed to take participants “beyond balance sheets and toward life balance and
the world. “America
perspective.” and
other leading
As hisindustrial
biography shows, Brother David is well suited to helping GOT participants
fulfill this
“This
aspiration. He is a recipient of the Martin Buber Award for his achievements in building
democraciesbridges
have
not
summer,
between religious traditions. His books have been translated into many languages
and include Gratefulness,
the Heart
of Prayer;
A Listening Heart;
and Music of Silence.
HisArctic
most
yet fully awakened
to the
era’s
defining
water
the
recent book is Deeper than Words: Living the Apostles’ Creed.
challenge—or to their own strategic advantages
lost an area
in a world order being recast by water scarcity
of sea ice
and ecosystem depletion,” writes Solomon.
equivalent
to the state
The book is a riveting and ultimately hopeful
of Maine
historical account of how “every era has been
every day
shaped by its response to the great water
for a
challenge of its time…. “Looking back over time
month.
brings into relief the close association between
When the
breakthrough water innovations and many of the
meltback
turning points of world history.”
was over in
September,
The book’s historical perspective sheds light on
the Arctic had shed an area of ice the size of
the way forward. “Momentous innovations in
Canada and Texas combined—a 40% decline
water history only become clear in hindsight, after
over the historical average.
they have meandered and permeated through
society’s many layers, catalyzing chain reactions
“And just last month, scientists reported that the
in technologies, organizations, and spirit that
pace of ice loss in Greenland is five times greater
sometimes combine in new alignments to foment
than it was in the 1990′s, a development they
changes transformational enough to alter the
called ‘extraordinary.’”
trajectory and destinies of societies and
civilizations…. “

Water and turning points
in world history
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World Banks warns about climate

Bangladesh installs a million home solar
systems

A new World Bank report, Gratefulness
“Turn Down
the Heat:
and Business
Why a 4º Warmer World Must Be
Avoided,”
By Rinaldo Brutoco warns
Founding
President,
Business
Academy
that we’re on track to a 4°C warmer World
world
marked
by extreme heat-waves, declining global food
Editor’s Note:
stocks, and life-threatening
sea level rise.

UN climate summits like Doha will never produce
a grand international
agreement with
binding emissions
Brother David Steindl-Rast is a wise and gentle guide to creating the joy of grateful living. He
limits because no
serves a worldwide network as the co-founder of A Network for Grateful Living (ANG*L), a
nonprofit
that
“provides
education
and
support
for
the
practice
of
grateful
living
as a global will give up
Today’s climate could warm from the current
country
ethic,” based on the teachings of Brother David and his colleagues.
global mean temperature of 0.8°C above preits sovereignty. The
“Gratefulness—the full response to a given moment and all it contains—is a universal
industrial levels,
to as high as 4°C by 2100 even if
solutions will come
spiritual practice that inspires personal transformation, cross-cultural understanding,
interfaith dialogue,
intergenerational
respect, nonviolent conflict resolution, and
ecological and country
countries fulfill
current
emissions-reduction
locally
sustainability,” as the ANG*L website states.
pledges.” If they don’t, a warming of 4°C could
by country.
the 2010 Gathering of Titans (GOT), part of an annual five-day retreat of CEOs held at the
occur by theAt
2060s.
The
report
describes
what
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Brother David spoke about how to create a corporate
culture
shaped
The annual
retreat isand
known for
the opportunity
it provides political gridlock about climate change in
water will look
like
in byagratefulness.
4-degrees
world,
says
Despite
for its thought leaders and business titans to reflect and to share world-changing ideas and
that the effects
“may be sudden and calamitous.”
most countries, businesses are disproving the
insights.
notion
GOT was founded in 2004 as the “graduate program” of the Birthing Giants Program,
which that renewable energy is too expensive
Inc. magazine, Entrepreneurs Organization and MIT together founded in 1989. The GOT
and
we’re tied to the grid. A renewable energy
program is designed to take participants “beyond balance sheets and toward life balance and
perspective.”
company, Grameen Shakti, has installed a million
Routine radioactive
releases
As his biography shows,
Brother David from
is well suited to helping GOT participants
fulfill this solar systems in Bangladesh, one of the
home
aspiration. He is a recipient of the Martin Buber Award for his achievements in building
U.S. nuclear
plants
world’s poorest countries.
bridges between religious traditions. His books have been translated into many languages
and include Gratefulness, the Heart of Prayer; A Listening Heart; and Music of Silence. His most
recent book is Deeper than Words: Living the Apostles’ Creed.

Beyond Nuclear has
prepared a new pamphlet
to educate the public
about radioactive
releases from U.S.
nuclear plants:
“Many
people do not realize that
every nuclear power
reactor dumps radioactive
water, scatters radioactive
particles, and disperses
radioactive gases as part
of its routine, everyday
operation. It doesn't take
an accident. Federal
regulations permit these radioactive releases.”

Belgium sings for the climate
In a striking contrast to the mood among the 72%
of the members of the
Republican party in the
U.S. who deny that
President Obama has a
mandate to tackle
climate change, more
than 80,000 people in
over 180 Belgian
communities sang the
song ‘Do it Now,’ urging politicians to take more
ambitious climate measures. A video synthesizing
all the recordings was shown in Parliament and
released in three languages.
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